
2024 Law School Conference

Rapid Fire Tech
Innovative Use of Gen-AI to Expand A2J

• Illinois Legal Aid Online (ILAO) – AI for plain language and Spanish translations

• Rentervention – AI to assist Chicago tenants with housing problems

• AI to assist legal aid attorneys in the delivery of legal services

• AI-EP – AI to translate and summarize a family’s Individualized Education Program (IEP)

• AI for document automation
• Microsoft Tools to adjust a veteran’s discharge status
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https://www.illinoislegalaid.org/
https://rentervention.com/
https://burnes.northeastern.edu/projects/ai-ep/


2024 Law School Conference

Rapid Fire Tech
Up Next: Teresa Ross

Illinois Legal Aid Online (ILAO) – AI for plain 
language and Spanish translations

https://www.illinoislegalaid.org/about/our-people/staff
https://www.illinoislegalaid.org/


GenAI for translation 
(plain language & Spanish)

Images in this slide 
deck were generated by 
ChatGPT 4 / DALL-E

Teresa (Teri) Ross
Illinois Legal Aid Online



Illinois Legal Aid Online (ILAO) opens 

opportunities for people to seek justice. 

● 20+ years of digital legal publishing

● 3 million visitors / year to 

Illinoislegalaid.org

● Over 1500 legal resources in civil law

● Multi-lingual since 2013

Why … ?



Disclaimer
[not an expert]



GenAI 
vs.

LLMs

Generative AI refers to AI 

systems that can create content

- text, images, music, code

Large Language Models (LLMs) 

use data to understand 

language patterns and make 

predictions



Data (probability)
Used to train large language models

The more (good) data, the better the learning

https://www.statista.com/statistics/871513/worldwide-data-
created/

https://www.statista.com/statistics/871513/worldwide-data-created/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/871513/worldwide-data-created/


Current state

Plain language practice

Suggestions via Grammarly and 

Readable (paid subscriptions)

Humans review (inconsistent)

Cost = ~$ 300 / form

Annual cost = $ 5,000

Spanish translation

Professional translation services

Human review

Export / import POeditor

Cost =  ~ $.22/word

Annual cost = $ 40,000

https://www.grammarly.com/
https://readable.com/




LLMs for Plain 
Language

https://academic.oup.com/eurjcn/article/23/2/122/7246857 (2023)
https://uxdesign.cc/can-ai-replace-human-content-designers-b04231810ee7
(2024)

https://academic.oup.com/eurjcn/article/23/2/122/7246857
https://uxdesign.cc/can-ai-replace-human-content-designers-b04231810ee7


Medical context
Proof of concept - using GenAI to simplify information designed for patients to improve 

comprehension and reduce confusion

https://academic.oup.com/view-large/443679784 (2023)

PROMPT

‘Please, 

reformulate the 

following text into 

a sixth-grade 

reading level’

https://academic.oup.com/view-large/443679784


“Prompt Engineering” ?

https://medium.com/the-modern-scientist/best-prompt-techniques-for-
best-llm-responses-24d2ff4f6bca (2024)

https://sadlynothavocdinosaur.com/posts/50-days-of-lit-prompts/ D. 

Colaursso

https://medium.com/the-modern-scientist/best-prompt-techniques-for-best-llm-responses-24d2ff4f6bca
https://medium.com/the-modern-scientist/best-prompt-techniques-for-best-llm-responses-24d2ff4f6bca
https://sadlynothavocdinosaur.com/posts/50-days-of-lit-prompts/


PROMPT (ChatGPT 4)

Applying best practices for plain language and usability, rewrite the following text so a 7th 

grader could understand it:

Lawyers who practice in Illinois are regulated by the 

Illinois Supreme Court through its Attorney Registration 

and Disciplinary Commission. Lawyers must comply 

with yearly registration requirements, including paying 

fees that support a number of public programs, 

continuing legal education requirements, and ethical 

rules. The ethics rules that all lawyers must follow are 

designed for the protection of clients, their confidences, 

and their property. These rules also prohibit conflicts of 

interest and require open and full communication.

In Illinois, lawyers have to follow certain rules set by 

the Illinois Supreme Court. This includes signing up 

every year, paying some money to help fund public 

programs, keeping on learning about the law, and 

following strict rules about how to treat their clients 

right. These rules make sure lawyers keep their 

clients' secrets safe, don't take on work that causes 

a conflict of interest, and talk openly and honestly 

with their clients.

https://www.isba.org/public/learnaboutlawyers



PROMPT (ChatGPT 4)

Applying best practices for plain language, rewrite the following text so someone who reads 

at 7th grade level or below could understand it:

In Illinois, a special group checks on lawyers to 

make sure they're doing their job right. Lawyers 

have to follow certain steps every year, like signing 

up again and paying some money that helps pay for 

public programs. They also need to keep learning 

about the law and follow special rules that make 

sure they're treating their clients fairly, keeping their 

secrets, and not mixing up their interests with their 

clients'.

https://www.isba.org/public/learnaboutlawyers

RESULT (when style guide added)

Lawyers in Illinois:

● A special group in Illinois makes sure lawyers 

do their job right.

● What Lawyers Do Every Year:

● Sign up again to be a lawyer.

● Pay money for public programs.

● Learn more about the law.

● Follow special rules to treat their 

clients right.



More (good) data 
=

Better results

Experiment and practice

Be precise

Upload rules/guides (create 

them if you don’t have them yet)

Formatting/style



LLMs for English-to-Spanish Translation

https://latinobridge.com/blog/artificial-intelligence-the-impact-of-ai-in-the-

translation-industry/ (2023)

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000381067_eng# (2022)

Dire  quasi  la  stessa  cosa (Saying  Almost  the  Same  Thing)

By Umberto Eco

https://latinobridge.com/blog/artificial-intelligence-the-impact-of-ai-in-the-translation-industry/
https://latinobridge.com/blog/artificial-intelligence-the-impact-of-ai-in-the-translation-industry/
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000381067_eng


Of two minds
Machine vs. Human 

Part I



Spanish as a Native AI Language
In order to train a native Spanish “speaking” robot for use in 

the legal field, a huge amount of Spanish legalese is 

required – in addition to knowledge of Roman Law and the 

functioning of jurisprudence in Spain.

In the case of Latin America, for example, differentiating 

the many varieties of Spanish on the continent demands 

knowing not only the lexical variants but also the phonetics 

and even the situational functioning (pragmatics) of some 

expressions in certain contexts.

These are the nuances that are easily lost in translation.

https://www.ie.edu/insights/articles/spanish-as-a-native-ai-language/ (2021)

https://www.ie.edu/insights/articles/spanish-as-a-native-ai-language/


English-to-Spanish translation
Localization Who is the audience you wish to communicate with? 

What kind of Spanish do they speak?

Larger context Words versus strings of words

Human-picked terms Legal terms of art and phrases should be 

thoughtfully translated and vetted with their 

audience

Plain language first Translations are generally better when the English 

text is first edited for plain language



More (good) data 
=

Better results

Experiment, practice, 

evaluate

Create a glossary

Upload rules/guides (create 

them if you don’t have them yet)

Be precise (especially for 

localization)

Watch for bias



No bad days

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/consistency-and-standards/

Machine vs. Human 
Part II

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/consistency-and-standards/


Happy 
exploration!

Teri Ross

Executive Director

tross@illinoislegalaid.org

(312) 977-9047 ext 114

https://locusmag.com/2023/12/commentar
y-cory-doctorow-what-kind-of-bubble-is-ai/

mailto:tross@illinoislegalaid.org
https://locusmag.com/2023/12/commentary-cory-doctorow-what-kind-of-bubble-is-ai/
https://locusmag.com/2023/12/commentary-cory-doctorow-what-kind-of-bubble-is-ai/


2024 Law School Conference

Rapid Fire Tech
Up Next: Conor Malloy

Rentervention – using AI to assist Chicago Tenants 
with housing problems

https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confMalloy.shtml
https://rentervention.com/


Rentervention
Leveraging AI for Illinois Housing Justice



Access to Justice

The Justice Gap Bridging the Gap Rentervention



The Justice Gap



Bridging the Gap



Rentervention



Rentervention Ecosystem

Service Vertical Conversational AI Beyond the Bot



Service Vertical

1
Extended Representation

2 Virtual Clinic

3 Help Desk

4 Conversational AI



Conversational  
      AI



Beyond the Bot



Understanding Rentervention's AI

Natural Language 
Processing

Generative AI Retrieval Augmented 
Generation



Natural Language 
Processing



Generative AI



Retrieval Augmented Generation



At Our Core

Pedagogy and Praxis Highly Scalable Continuous 
Improvement

Honoring Feedback Community Support



Pedagogy and Praxis

Foundational 
Learning

Actionable 
Learning

Toolkit



Highly Scalable

1 Simultaneous Support

2 Rapid Response Time

3 Adaptive Learning



Continuous Improvement

Our Focus

Data-Driven

Iterative
Feedback 

Loop



Honoring Feedback

You went through 
my issues one-by-
one and pointed 
me to the right 
direction for each 
issue. I learned a 
lot in a short 
session.

It was very user 
friendly and 
helpful and 
saved a lot of 
time waiting on 
the phone.

User friendly, wide 
selection of 
options, have 
used this app 
before and got 
excellent results.



Community 
Support

Engagement

Referrals Education



The Future of A2J



2024 Law School Conference

Rapid Fire Tech
Up Next: Jonathan Pyle

Innovative uses of AI to assist legal aid attorneys in 
the delivery of legal services

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-pyle-6800a75


Legal Services and 
Generative AI

Jonathan Pyle

Philadelphia Legal Assistance



Spotting trends in aggregate data





Processing case notes



Prompt

I am going to give you a JSON data structure containing a list of 

notes from a case recorded in the case management system of a 

legal services organization. The advocates who wrote the notes 

used abbreviations. "Cl" refers to the client, whose name is 

Margaret Jones. "OP" refers to the opposing party. "PGM" refers to 

the opposing party's mother. "PFA" refers to "Protection From 

Abuse," a court process in Pennsylvania. Please review the JSON 

and tell me what are the next steps the advocates need to take?





Prompt

Please draft a letter to the client summarizing 

the advice that the advocates have provided to 

the client so far. Write no more than four 

paragraphs.





Example: client-facing custody app





The prompt

The next paragraph contains Sally's explanation about why the 

court should award her custody of her child. Does Sally's 

explanation address the need for stability or continuity in the 

child's education, family life or community life? If yes, then 

pretend that you are Sally, and explain the need for stability, 

using language written at a college-level reading level, and 

leave out any information that is not related to the need for 

stability. If no, say "Not enough information."





Court case explainer





Prompt

I am going to give you a JSON data structure containing the docket entries and other information from 

an eviction lawsuit in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Tell Darnell Martin, the defendant in the case, what 

is happening in this case, and if there is an upcoming hearing, mention the importance of 

attending the hearing.









Process of safely deploying generative AI

● Experiment and learn

● Deploy for a low-risk, back-office task

● Before deploying anything client-related:

○ Set up a governance system

○ Measure error rate of human service

○ Measure error rate of AI service, and compare

○ Test for incorrectness, hallucination, bias, equity

○ Iterate and improve



Contact

Jonathan Pyle

Philadelphia Legal Assistance

jpyle@philalegal.org

215-981-3843



2024 Law School Conference

Rapid Fire Tech
Up Next: Jalon Fowler

AI-EP – AI to translate and summarize a family’s 
Individualized Education Program (IEP)

https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confFowler.shtml
https://burnes.northeastern.edu/projects/ai-ep/


AI-EP



AI-EP:

A Free AI Tool 



Understanding the Problem
Parent 

Collaboration
Design & Brainstorming Research & Policy 

Expertise



IEP Challenge: 
jargon & inaccessible language

“His full scale could not be interpreted with a single score because there was a discrepancy between his verbal 
comprehension (SS=89) when compared to his visual spatial (SS=69), fluid reasoning (SS=74), and memory skills 

(SS=72). His processing speed fell within the average range (SS=92) and represents an area of strength for him. Based 
on this information he prefers to learn through auditory (language skills) and has more difficulty with non-verbal 
information. Given this cognitive profile it is likely he will have difficulty accessing the grade level curriculum...”



IEP Challenge: 
long & overwhelming



IEP Challenge: 
slow translation 



THE IEP LANDSCAPE 

7.3 million7.3 million IEPs

15-52 avg. pages

28% English learners



What Parents Want

✓ Simplicity/Clarity

✓ Responsiveness

✓ Accountability



What We Developed
AI-EP: A FREE AI TOOL TO HELP FAMILIES 

✓ TRANSLATE

✓ SUMMARIZE

✓ ASK QUESTIONS 

✓ GET ANSWERS



AI-EP 
Feature: 

TRANSLATE



AI-EP 
Feature: 

CHATBOT



AI-EP 
Feature: 

IEP DIGEST



AI-EP 
Feature: 

KNOWLEDGE 
BASE



AI-EP 
Feature: 

Q&A



AI-EP Results  

✓ Reduces Language Barriers ✓ Promotes accessibility

✓ Enables better Understanding ✓ Supports better Advocacy

✓ Empowers more Informed Decisions ✓ Received positive Feedback from 
Families and Partner Agencies



Student Team

AI-EP 

Coming Soon: 

Text to Speech



Student Team

AI-EP 

Coming Soon: 

Support More 
Languages



Partners



Project Mentors

Henri Hammond-Paul Dr. Beth Noveck 
Director, Burnes Center

Dr. Fahad Dogar Dr. Sofía Bosch Gómez
Senior Fellow, Burnes Center

Dan Jackson
Director, NULawLabSenior Fellow, Burnes CenterFellow, Burnes Center

Steve Midgley
Founder and Managing Director, 

Learning Tapestry

SANTIAGO 'SANTI' GARCES

Chief Information Officer, MA
Dr. David Fields

Senior Fellow, Burnes Center

Sean Michael Hardy
NOS Director,

Innovate Public Schools



Student Team

Brendan Brady
Fall 2023

Etta Brooks
Spring 2024

Christopher Brooks
Fall 2023

Ananda Francis
Fall 2023

Valerie Jap
Fall 2023

Kane Xu
Fall 2023 & Spring 2024

Manev Sheeth
Fall 2023

Alayna 
Spring 2024 Spring 2024

Sai Jalon Fowler
Fall 2023



2024 Law School Conference

Rapid Fire Tech
Up Next: Quinten Steenhuis

AI and document automation

https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confSteenhuis.shtml




https://www.baeldung.com/cs/word

2vec-word-embeddings



Nurse

Doctor





4 ways we integrate LLMs with document 
automation
● Ask follow-up questions



4 ways we integrate LLMs with document 
automation
● Ask follow-up questions
● Extract answers from narratives



4 ways we integrate LLMs with document 
automation
● Ask follow-up questions
● Extract answers from narratives
● Transform or translate



4 ways we integrate LLMs with document 
automation
● Ask follow-up questions
● Extract answers from narratives
● Transform or translate
● Create draft automations



























Get in touch!

Quinten Steenhuis

● Lemma Legal LLC
● Suffolk Law School Legal Innovation and Technology Lab

SuffolkLitLab.org

Lemmalegal.com quinten@lemmalegal.com



2024 Law School Conference

Rapid Fire Tech
Up Next: Adrián Palmer

Microsoft Tools to adjust a veteran’s discharge status

https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confPalma.shtml


Veteran Discharge 
Upgrade File Reviews
A Pro Bono Opportunity with Microsoft Copilot & Clearbrief



Agenda
Introduction

Overview of 
NVLSP & Work

File Review 
Process

Digital 
Transformation

Purview 
eDiscovery 
Overview

Clearbrief 
Overview

Word Copilot
Reflections & 

Thank you



Introduction

• NVLSP

• An organization dedicated to helping veterans access benefits and 
services.

• Discharge Upgrade File Review Process

• A process that helps veterans access benefits and services by 
requesting a change in the characterization of discharge.

• Consequences of less than honorable discharge

• Limited access to health care, education, employment, and other 
benefits and services



File Review 
Process

Review the veteran's files, including 
Military Service History and VA 
Claims File.

Produce an excel sheet that maps 
NVLSP key words to each responsive 
page of the client’s file.

Produce a narrative summary of their 
findings for NVLSP.



Examples of Final Work Product



Challenges and Pain 
Points

Time-consuming 
process

Prone to human error

Document file size



Digital 
Transformation

Purview eDiscovery

Clearbrief

Word Copilot



Electronic discovery
Identifies and delivers 
electronic information for 
legal cases

Ingests, indexes, 
searches, and exports 
various types of data

Emails, documents, images, 
videos, and more using 
Optical character 
recognition (OCR).

Automates key word 
search and tagging 
process

Generates comprehensive 
and organized excel sheet 
for client's file

Most helpful for large 
file reviews

10,000 - 20,000 pages



Purview eDiscovery Workflow

Split Ingest Search Export



Final Work Product



Overview

• Generates hyperlinked timelines from 
client files

• Provides a chronological and visual 
overview of the client's life story and 
key events

• Generate statement of fact / narrative 
summary of the timeline.

• Helps create hyperlinks from the client's 
file to the narrative summary

• Provides easy access and reference 
to supporting evidence

• Creates hyperlinked, web-based courtesy 
copies of legal documents

• Easy to share with others, including 
NVLSP

• Compatible with any file size



AI Timeline of Entire File



AI Statement of Fact



• Summarize and reformat 
Clearbrief statement of fact

• Ask questions about 
Clearbrief timeline and 
statement of fact

• Produce concise and 
coherent narrative 
summary for client's file

• Highlight key evidence and 
arguments for discharge 
upgrade









Final Work Product



Pro Bono Opportunity 

• Remote-friendly opportunity 
open to all to help veterans & 
AI upskilling.

• Legal/business professionals 
handle Purview eDiscovery & 
AI Workflows.

• Attorney volunteers review AI-
produced work product and 
finalize narrative summary

• Knowledge management & 
upskilling via an interactive 
playbook created on 
Microsoft Loop



Closing Thoughts & 
Thank You

• Experimentation is key to 
identifying strengths and 
weaknesses of AI platforms and 
technologies.

• Stacking AI technologies works 
& collaboration amongst legal 
tech pro bono ecosystem is 
critical.

• Use AI tech, such as Clearbrief’s 
citation functionality, that allows 
human-agent to verify accuracy 
of work product.



2024 Law School Conference

Rapid Fire Tech
Moderator: Tim Baran, tbaran@probono.net  

Presenters: Teresa Ross, tross@illinoislegalaid.org
  Conor Malloy, conor@rentervention.com  
  Jonathan Pyle, jpyle@philalegal.org 
  Jalon Fowler, fowler.ja@northeastern.edu
  Quinten Steenhuis, quinten@lemmalegal.com
  Adrián Palma, Adrianpa@microsoft.com

https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confBaran.shtml
https://www.illinoislegalaid.org/about/our-people/staff
https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confMalloy.shtml
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-pyle-6800a75
https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confFowler.shtml
https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confSteenhuis.shtml
https://ww2.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/ls/2024confPalma.shtml
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